
Citing a Website with No Author, APA 
this is Natasha and in this video we're going to take a look at how to cite a website without an 
author in APA version six which is the most recent version of APA as of June 2010 many people 
feel really stressed out about trying to cite a website but it's actually pretty simple once you 
know the trick I like to think of it as like a puzzle or even a math equation you just have to know 
what all those pieces are so let's take a look at that website we have a title us pirate hunters 
target movies we have a date it was last updated on Wednesday 23rd June 2010 but if we scroll 
through there's no actual author for this piece so what do we do in that case what you should do 
is start with the title right so we don't have an author so that's why we start the title so some 
people like to just copy and paste which I'm going to do here but this can lead to problems 
because it'll change your font so in APA format we need to have that 12 point Times New 
Roman so we're gonna have to go back and change it so if you don't mind changing it then let's 
find a copy and paste otherwise I recommend that you just type it in yourself in APA format we 
copy capitalize the first word of the title and then leave the rest in our case which has already 
done for me of course we would capitalize the name like United States but that's abbreviated 
and then we could put it in italics put it in quotation marks next piece of information that we need 
is the date so here we have Wednesday 23rd June 2010 well the most important piece that we 
need is the year so open parenthesis 2010 comma and now we can go back and include the 
June 23rd so this is from the PBC that's a British web site the Britain does its dates a little bit 
differently in the US well let me rephrase that the US does it states a little bit differently and 
pretty much the entire rest of the world close parenthesis and then you put a period so the 
period it's kind of like its own sentence the titles its own sentence and the date and then the next 
piece is that URL which you probably do you want to just copy and paste sometimes people will 
type out the URL on their own and this and then misspelled or make a mistake in the URL so I'm 
going to copy that and then I'm going to write essay on stress management and then include the 
URL so I'm most done the last thing I need is a hanging indent so a hanging indent is when you 
indent every line after the first so it's like the reverse of a paragraph and again that's just to 
make it easier when you're reading a list of resources on the work cited page so there's a couple 
things I can do I can put my cursor there click enter and then click tab or I can get word to do it 
for me which I recommend is what you always do so I'm going to highlight it and I'm using word 
2010 but this will work in any version of word go to paragraph and then indentation and then go 
to special and choose hanging click OK and then it's done for you automatically thanks for 
watching 
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